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摘  要 








































With China's entry into WTO and economic rapid development, more and more 
foreign banks develop and compete for business actively in China. Besides strengthen 
risk awareness and  improve compliance regulations, each bank is working hard to 
improve their service level, product quality and service efficiency, and actively create 
new financial products, new service mode in order to change the "homogenization" of 
products and service between banks. After successfully listed on the market, China 
Construction Bank’S business is growing very fast with no extra adding on more 
branches and tellers. So there is great pressure on branches’ operation. Just take an 
example of transactions at counter of China Construction Bank, Xinjiang, clients have 
to fill out kinds of slips and documents when they deposit or withdraw cash. If the 
clients could pre-fill-out slips and documents through different channels before 
reaching at the bank counter and these pre-fill-out elements could be save in banking 
system, the clients could save a lot of time when they appear at counter as they need 
not re-fill information again in all similar business in future.  This will greatly 
improve the branch operation efficiency.  
In this dissertation, I will analyze ‘customer intelligence interactive self-service 
system’ with the theory of software engineering, and systematically introduce 
designation and implementation of this system. On this research, it will be focused on 
how to solve serious problems in China Construction Bank branches such as high 
pressure of operation, long time queuing, low efficiency of process, and lower degree 
of client satisfaction etc. On the other side, it will be focused on optimizing the 
process of online banking, improving service efficiency of branches, raising users 
satisfaction, ultimately to set up new and perfect service system beginning at doors 
and leaving with satisfactions. 
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